Span-Deck is eight foot wide concrete panels, cut-to-cut to length for floors, roofs, ceilings and walls.
- It is prefabricated for fast installation.
- It is hollow cored for lightness.
- It is prestressed reinforced concrete for exceptional strength factors.
- It can be two-sided for different properties — a smooth, extra strength concrete sub-floor ready to carpet or paint and on the other side — a ready to paint ceiling with exceptional acoustical properties.
- Span-Deck is fabricated in Maine for prompt delivery.
- Call or write for details.

BANCROFT & MARTIN INC.
27 MAIN STREET, SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE 04106
TELEPHONE 207-799-8571
Architects
Who Know

Use Wilson's
Professional Line Functional
BOOKSTACKS

The only TRUE UNIT CONSTRUCTION
is AN ALL-WELDED FRAME which is
OUR STANDARD PRODUCTION

They are . . .
• strong, sturdy
• flexible to architectural layouts
• designed to support bookloads of 40 lbs.
  per sq. ft.
• simple to install
• offered in a variety of decorator’s
  colors

For more information send for Catalog No. 20A
or call us direct (617) 683-2403

we can make it ... Yes, we manufacture all
the profile units illustrated below and more! Designers now
can enjoy complete freedom with the knowledge that
Plasticrete can supply custom designed masonry units
for your building. These architect designed units are
created for interior and exterior applications. Plasticrete
profile masonry units lend distinctive character to walls
... combining Color and Texture ... with ... Durability
and Economy. All Plasticrete profile units are Autoclaved
(preshrunk) to maintain product stability and insure crack
free walls. Detailed descriptive literature illustrating the
complete line of "Great Profiles" by Plasticrete is
available on request.


if you don’t
like our profiles...

design your own!

Plasticrete Corporation

909 Fellsway, Medford, Mass. 02155 • Tel: (617) 391-4700
General offices: 1883 Dixwell Ave., Hamden, Conn. 06514
Before you decide on any tennis court surface, get the facts on Plexipave.

Selecting the right playing surface is an important decision. That's why you need the facts about Plexipave.

Plexipave is more than just a surface coloring, it's a high-performance 100% acrylic color-in-depth surface system. Properly applied over any sound asphalt or concrete surface by authorized tennis court specialists, Plexipave will last for years and years longer than anything you could compare to it.

Plexipave wears uniformly, with no gloss or glare, even after years of hard use. It stands up to rough weather and direct sunlight. It's resistant to racquet gouges. And the way Plexipave is applied can even determine the speed of the court.

For added resilience and player comfort, we can provide a subsurface of Plexicushion. Years of performance have proven what we've always claimed. You can't get a better tennis court surface than Plexipave on outdoor or indoor courts.

Get all the facts. Call John Wood collect at (617) 547-5300 for a brochure, or write.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS CORP.
P.O. Box 30, 169 Waverly St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139

NOTES & COMMENTS

Kricket Smith
Appointed Principal

Moriece & Gary, Inc., Land Planners of Cambridge and Portland, Maine, has announced the appointment of Kricket Smith as a principal in the Cambridge office.

Kricket Smith is a graduate of Mount Holyoke College and the University of Massachusetts from which she received an M.L.A. She was formerly with Perry, Dean & Stewart, Architects, Boston. Her primary responsibilities at Moriece & Gary include office administration and financing as well as project management, with particular emphasis on emerging forms of project development.

She is a contributing author of the up-coming handbook on Professional Practice of Landscape Architecture sponsored by the American Society of Landscape Architects.

H. R. Douglas Named V-P at C-E Maguire

C-E Maguire, Combustion Engineering's nationwide architect/engineering division, has appointed H. Robert Douglass vice president and director of architecture of Charles A. Maguire and Associates, Inc.

In his new post, he will be responsible for the division's architectural activities in the North Atlantic Region through offices in Waltham (Boston) Mass., Providence, R.I., and Hartford, Conn. A specialist in health facility design, he will also provide consultant services in this field to C-E Maguire offices in Denver, Colo. and Los Angeles, Calif.

As the recipient of the American Hospital Association-American Institute of Architect Joint Fellowship in Hospital Architecture, he earned a Masters degree in health facility design from the University of Minnesota. He performed his undergraduate work at the University of Nebraska where he was awarded a Bachelor of Architecture degree. He has held health facility related positions in several architectural and engineering firms and comes to C-E Maguire from the post of vice president of Caudill, Rowlett, Scott.

(Continued on page 24)
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CLASSROOM FACILITIES
BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

Danos & Associates — Hartford
The Classroom and Facilities Building for the West Hartford Campus of the University of Connecticut is designed to serve approximately 1,800 students in the Hartford area and is the major general educational structure on the campus to date. The facility includes multi-science laboratories, mathematics, homemaking, drawing, lecture rooms, classrooms, library, dining and administration facilities.

The building is a three-story reinforced concrete structure of exposed coffered construction designed for maximum fire safety and minimum maintenance. Materials are for the most part in a natural state.

Walls are scored concrete block of imported pumice selected for acoustical and minimum maintenance properties and consistency of color.

The exposed coffered slab ceilings of concrete are sprayed with a simulated acoustical finish and reflect light and hide blemishes.

Floors are concrete, sealed and waxed for longevity and ease of care.

Corridor ceilings are suspended in Tectum and span the complete width of the corridor, again providing acoustical absorption in highly trafficked areas and also providing security against fire.

Acoustically critical areas such as the library (upper photo) and administration area are fully carpeted. Only doors and door jambs are painted to provide color and accent. Provisions for future air-conditioning have been made for the library and the faculty wing by consolidating areas, limiting glass areas and proper orientation.

In the evening light filters through the tinted glass and supplemented with critically placed, but a minimum number of exterior fixtures, the building stands out to proclaim its position on Campus.
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as the library and administration area are fully carpeted. Only doors and door jambs are painted to provide color and accent. Provisions for future air-conditioning have been made for the library and the faculty wing by consolidating areas, limiting glass areas and proper orientation.

Lighting, by and large, for classrooms, library area, laboratories, etc. is provided by reflecting a high output of light off ceilings and walls via the Lam system. Ceilings become free of light fixtures and tubes and fixtures to be maintained are at a minimum. The form of illumination is soft and of high quality. In the evening light filters through the tinted glass and supplemented with critically placed, but a minimum number of exterior fixtures, the building stands out to proclaim its position on Campus.


The facility includes multi-science laboratories (upper photo), mathematics, homemaking, drawing, lecture rooms, classrooms, library, dining and administration facilities. Floor Plan at left is of the Second Floor.
SITUATED high on the mountain, the Okemo Trailside Condominiums development is easy to reach either by road or by skiing down the Sachem Trail, which runs through the 100-acre property and provides owners with unusual ski-on, ski-off convenience. Okemo Mountain has a 2100-foot vertical drop and is situated in the middle of the Green Mountain snow belt. Nearly all of the property directly above the Trailside development is owned by the State of Vermont and is restricted by law from future development.

"It was not difficult to design something worthy of the unique site, with its spectacular views," says architect J. M. Wehler of Springfield, Vt. "The only problem was keeping construction costs at a reasonable level. To date we have constructed model homes only, but expect to complete 50 home units in 14 different buildings by December of this year."

When completed, the project will include 200 units leaving at least two-thirds of the land area as undisturbed wilderness area.

The first 50 units, comprising Algonquin Village, located on the north side of

CONDOMINIUMS
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the property along the Sachem Trail, have received Vermont Environmental Control and Ludlow Planning Commission approval.

Year-round recreation facilities will be constructed in stages. A swimming pool will be built along with the first 50 units in Algonquin Village. Two tennis courts will be constructed along with the 50 units in Village II and a clubhouse will be built along with the 50 units in Village III.

The units will range in size from the Mohawk, a self-contained studio unit, to the Quinnipac, a three-level townhouse.

The design of the buildings had as basic points of emphasis (1) adaptability to rugged site conditions, (2) variety in floor plan layout, size, and price, and lastly (3) a rustic but disciplined aesthetic suitable to a mountain recreation environment. Some of the features: lots of glass looking out to spectacular views of the valley below; balconies for summer as well as winter use; convenient skier access; family centers around warm fireplaces; generous bunk space, lofts and what not for sleeping groups of children.

The exterior finish is rough-sawn cedar clapboards trimmed with strong spandrel boards, fascias, and corners. Interiors are the same type rough-sawn wood, sparingly used on fireplace fronts and sloping interior
ceilings.

Lofts have exposed deck and beams. Walls are white sheetrock. Ceilings of bedrooms are rough-textured plaster. All floors including stairs, but excluding baths and kitchens, are carpet. The latter are sponge-back sheet vinyl. All kitchens have solid oak or solid walnut pre-fab cabinets.

Other construction features include fireplaces in each home; private cantilevered decks; insulated glass windows; and all-electric heat with individual room control.

The owners of the project are Mr. and Mrs. Alan Senie of Westport, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. John Bassette of Ludlow, Vt.

General contractor was Connecticut Valley Construction Co., Inc., Springfield, Vt.

The exterior finish is rough-sawn cedar clapboards trimmed with strong spandrel boards, fascias, and corners. Interiors are the same type rough-sawn wood, sparingly used on fireplace fronts and sloping interior ceilings. Lofts have exposed deck and beams. Walls are white sheetrock. Ceiling of bedrooms are rough-textured plaster.
HENRY R. HOPE HOUSE
East Harwich, Mass.

The Hope house is located in East Harwich on Cape Cod, overlooking Pleasant Bay to the East. Two stories high, it has the main living areas, living room, dining room, kitchen, entry, storage and laundry on the ground floor, with four bedrooms and two bathrooms on the second floor. A full roof deck, is above the second floor, with a view across Pleasant Bay to the ocean.

The ground floor is 53' long by 16' wide placed on a north-east, south-west axis with outdoor brick terraces to the east and west.

The second floor, 64' long by 16' wide is placed at right angles to the ground floor, and therefore at right angles to the prevailing southwest breezes, forcing cross ventilation. The living room at the north-east end of the house has a large vertical skylight facing south-west to give that room sun all day.

All walls, inside and out, are cedar boards. Outside they are finished with a bleaching oil to weather silver gray. Inside they are finished with a clear sealer. Floors on the ground floor are a glazed handmade red-brown quarry tile, and on the second floor a tan carpet. All colors, with the exception of the columns and pipe hand rails, which are painted white, are natural earth colors. Framing and structure is all standard stud and joist construction. The second floor is supported on a number of regularly spaced five-inch round steel columns.

All interior furnishings and materials were selected or designed by the architect. Cabinets and case work, in deliberate contrast to the siding materials, are painted in very glossy, bright colors. The dining table and chairs are natural wood and rush in an attempt to play down an area which is also a transitional space.

The living room has a built-in sofa with side tables on two walls that is painted glossy white, filled with cushions covered in a highly patterned small scale, red, orange, yellow and purple fabric. A Moroccan rug in the same colors is on the floor. A large glass topped coffee table, and two leather covered ottomans, used for conversational flexibility, complete the living room.

Kitchen counter tops are a plastic laminate of the same color used on built-in sofa. Cabinets are painted a bright glossy red. No drapery is used in the entire ground floor; the outdoor areas are fully lit with concealed flood lights so that the black glass normally associated with night does not exist.

The second floor carries out the same idea, with basic natural materials and colors for the architectural shell and bright glossy colors for the doors and the cabinet work. The beds are a combination of natural oak and bright colored panels. Bedspreads are a bold Merrimeko fabric, different for each room with curtains on the closet/shelf matching. Windows are shielded with roll-up wood slat shades, painted the dominant color of each room.

Brett Donham
Boston
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All walls, inside and out, are cedar boards. Outside they are finished with a bleaching oil to weather silvery gray. Inside they are finished with a clear sealer. Floors on the ground floor are a glazed handmade red-brown quarry tile, and on the second floor a tan carpet. All colors, with the exception of the columns and pipe hand rails, which are painted white, are natural earth colors. Framing and structure is all standard stud and joist construction. The second floor is supported on a number of regularly spaced five-inch round steel columns.

Several factors shaped the design; aside from the usual considerations of view and access. One was that the small size of the lot of land called for a two-story house. Another was the desire to make the house as inconspicuous as possible from the bay. A third was to give the bedrooms as much through ventilation as possible and at the same time give them as much acoustical privacy as possible, particularly from the living areas. To this end the second floor is set at right angles to the ground floor, with as little structural contact as possible, and across the prevailing breeze.
Several factors shaped the design, aside from the usual considerations of view and access. One was that the small size of the lot of land called for a two-story house. Another was the desire to make the house as inconspicuous as possible from the bay. A third was to give the bedrooms as much through ventilation as possible and at the same time give them as much acoustical privacy as possible, particularly from the living areas. To this end the second floor is set at right angles to the ground floor, with as little structural contact as possible, and across the prevailing breeze.

Also, the main bulk of the second story extends back into the rear of the lot thus reducing its bulk from the bay. The two volumes then become interconnecting with the far end of the lower volume raised for the skylight and in order to terminate the volume satisfactorily. One end of the upper volume rests on the lower volume and the other end is supported on the mass of the protruding staircase.

Another set of factors, less physical in nature, also shaped the design. The owner was formerly head of the art department of a large university and first started collecting art in Paris in the twenties and thirties. A suitable modern home for some of this art was in mind, a home appropriate to the catholicity and particularly good taste of this collection.

Consideration was also given to tradition, particularly Cape Cod tradition. Tradition in the usual sense of form was avoided because the traditional Cape Cod does not exist anymore. Simplicity and boldness of form, arrangements arising directly from a way of life, and the use of natural materials and finishes seemed a more valid tradition.
The dining table and chairs (upper left) are natural wood and rush in an attempt to play down an area which is also a transitional space.

The living room (upper right, lower left) has a built-in sofa with side tables on two walls that is painted glossy white, filled with cushions covered in a highly patterned small scale, red, orange, yellow and purple fabric. A Moroccan rug in the same colors is on the floor. A large glass topped coffee table, and two leather covered ottomans, used for conversational flexibility, complete the living room.

"The owner/client was an excellent one in many respects," says architect Brett Donham. "In particular, he was the most visually acute and sensitive client I ever had, but with the exception of a few comments (and they were only comments) he left all visual matters to my discretion. His spoken concerns and active participation were for the arrangements of planning and other programmatic matters."
HOOD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ADDITION
DERRY, N.H.
The wall panels in the Art Room (upper left) are an attractive combination of yellows and reds.

The spacious and well-lighted Library (upper right) is fully carpeted.

The porcelain-on-steel walls in the Food Preparation Room, Department of Home Economics (lower left), and the Science Laboratory and Student Preparation Room (lower right) are virtually indestructible and impervious to food stains or acid spills.

Consulting Architect:
John Holbrook — Keene, N.H.

Architect of Record:
Edward L. Mooney — Manchester, N.H.

Located in Derry, New Hampshire, the 48,500 square-foot, three-story addition to the Hood School was built during the last half of 1971, and accommodates approximately 500 students.

The addition contains a library, band and choral room, art and ceramics studios, foreign language laboratory, developmental and remedial reading rooms, a cafeteria, kitchen, plus teachers’ offices and lounges for both students and the staff.

Designed by Titan Systems, Inc., of Baltimore, Maryland, the facility was built by Caron Construction Company, of Manchester, New Hampshire. John Holbrook, of Keene, New Hampshire, was the...
Floor-to-ceiling chalkboards in the Science Classroom (above) are guaranteed for 50 years. Perimeter wall panels in the Art Studio (below) are various shades of blues and greens.

Consulting Architect for the School Board and Edward L. Mooney, of Manchester, New Hampshire, was the Architect of Record.

According to Bernard Ellis, Superintendent of Schools in Derry, the porcelain-on-steel interior and exterior walls will eliminate future painting and other expensive maintenance which will save the school district thousands of dollars each year.
The Derry Superintendent of Schools said that the porcelain-on-steel panels supplied by the AllianceWall Corporation, of Alliance, Ohio, also are both graffiti and vandal-proof.

Each classroom and office is individually heated and has its own environmental control system. Floors are completely carpeted and walls sound-proofed.

"The Titan Construction System permits the use of a wide range of components in the structural area that fit automatically with components designed in the architectural area," says Harry Piper of Hudson, N.H., who is regional representative for the firm. "The system is a master plan of interlocking components that can create countless permutations in size, area and number of stores."

"As arrayed for the use of the architect," he adds, "it offers an almost unlimited number of configurations and finishes that can create a broad spectrum of shadow, substance and contrast in architectural imagery and mass."

Titan has in force, Piper said, agreements with 21 manufacturers and fabricators for the production of components and sub-assemblies that constitute the spectrum of the company's building materials.

Unlike the production of pre-fabricated modules, he added, the Titan method avoids "in-line" pile-ups. Production and supply lines operate radially, like the spokes in a wheel, inward and outward from the hub — the construction site itself.

One of the unusual features of the new school is its art room whose perimeter walls are constructed of porcelain-on-steel panels which span nearly every color of the spectrum. The art room concept was created by Dr. Alice Baumgartner of the State Department of Education and Mrs. Carol Kohankie, the instructor of art at the new Hood School.

Other school district and government officials who were instrumental in the construction of Hood School are: Dr. Richard Carle, Chairman of the Building Committee; Gordon Tate, Consultant, Administrative Services of the State Department of Education; Arthur Mitchell, Jr., Assistant Superintendent; James Stevenson, Principal; and Beverly Pearson, Clerk of the Works.
THE Cunningham Foundation Recreation Building, completed in 1969, is sited on a small rise of ground in the partially wooded 100-acre Cunningham Park in Milton, Mass. It replaces a very old barn used as an activity center by Milton residents since 1904 when the land and barn were willed to the Town of Milton “to be used for its own pleasure” in the estate of Mary Cunningham.

Replacement of the barn finally became necessary due to deterioration and accompanying high maintenance costs. Annual winter attendance at the antiquated bowling alleys in the old structure was estimated at 120,000 and is easily matched by the summer attendance at the large outdoor swimming facility located adjacent to the building. In addition, the meeting facilities have annually attracted thousands more.

The new facility is located on the
The 8-lane bowling alley (above) is underground, dug back into the hillside and covered with a walled outdoor court opening off the larger of two meeting rooms which are separated by a folding partition. Their combined area is 3,500 square feet. They are served jointly or individually by a kitchen and are available to any Milton organization for lectures, meals, dances, classes, etc. (left) West and South Elevations. (far left) First Floor Plan.
KOE APPOINTS O'KEEFFE
AS RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

Appointment by Keuffel & Esser Co. of Andrew E. O'Keefe as Research Associate was announced by Dr. T. O. Norris, director of research and development. Mr. O'Keefe will specialize in electro-photographic research and techniques.

Before joining Keuffel & Esser, Mr. O'Keefe, a research chemist, was research manager of Philip Morris, Inc., Richmond, Va.

A 1933 graduate of Notre Dame where he was awarded a B.S. degree in chemistry, Mr. O'Keefe earned his M.S. degree in chemistry from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn in 1938. He served in the U. S. Army from 1941 to 1945 and was discharged as a Major.

Mr. O'Keefe is a member of the American Chemical Society, a Fellow of the American Institute of Chemists, the New York Academy of Science, and the Chemists' Club of New York.

ILLINOIS MAN HEADS INSTITUTE

At the September 27th opening of the Prestressed Concrete Institute annual convention, Jacob O. Whitlock, president of Midwest Pre-stressed Concrete Co., Springfield, Ill., was elected president of the Institute for the coming year. He will succeed Randall M. Dubois, president of Freysinet Co., Inc., New York. The convention will run through Sept. 30.

New officers and directors elected at the meeting at the Statler-Hilton Hotel represent seven states, with Florida having two of the new board members.

Robert J. Lyman, Atlas Structural Concrete, Inc., El Paso, Tex., was chosen vice president of the group; and Robert A. Matthews, Precast Industries, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich., was named secretary-treasurer.


Charles B. Kiesel, Jr., Raymond International, Inc., New York, N. Y., and Elmer D. Clark, Superior Sand & Gravel, Phoenix, Ariz., were re-elected to the board, and Ezra C. Knowlton, Utah Sand & Gravel Products Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, continues as director.

Ilronbound
CONTINUOUS STRIP
HARD MAPLE FLOOR
for six good reasons:

Maximum Durability—Edge Grain Northern Hard Maple

Uniform Resiliency—installed over 1/2" cork

Unmatched Beauty—warm, natural color of Maple

Expert Installation—by experienced, franchised installers

Fully Guaranteed—by manufacturer and installer

Extra Protection—vacuum treated with Woodlife

For further information write or call
NATIONAL FLOORS COMPANY
113 Brighton Avenue
Boston 34, Massachusetts

Phone: STadium 2-2310 or 2-4326

PLANS FOR NEW BROOKLINE OFFICE BUILDING ANNOUNCED

Plans for the construction of a distinctive new suburban office building on Route 9 in Brookline have been announced by Leo A. Wexler, President of Leo A. Wexler, Inc., of Newton Highlands, Massachusetts. The new Boylston Executive Building will be situated within Lyman Park on Route 9, at 900 Boylston Street, Brookline. The suburban location is easily reached by MTA bus lines and the Highland branch transit line.

The Boylston Executive Building will feature luxurious office interiors and a planned working and recreational environment in a quality country atmosphere. On the ground floor, a spacious under-cover drive-in entrance will lead to a large entrance lobby and two automatic elevators. The building will be completely air-conditioned. Each office will have provisions for integrated fluorescent lighting and acoustical ceilings, modular to fit partitioning needs. Integral sun control shields will provide maximum working ease. Office units are available in area up to 51,900 square feet.

Parking for 140 cars, with 10 cars under cover at the building entrance, will be provided. The landscaped parking and recreational area measures about 2½ acres, and rises from the street level in a graceful contour ending at the building entrance. Shade trees, gardens, walks, benches and a reflecting pool will provide a pleasant working environment. Shopping, banking, restaurants and other service facilities are nearby at Chestnut Hill Shopping Center and other locations.

Officials of the Wexler Construction Company plan to start construction in the near future. It is expected that the Boylston Executive Building will be ready for occupancy on June 1, 1961.

Architects of the new office building are Salsberg and LeBlanc of Boston. Structural engineers are Linenthal and Becker, Inc., of Boston. The F. P. Morgan Company, of 45 Milk Street, Boston, is the exclusive rental agent for the building.

NORTON®

most respected name
most compatible styles
most complete line
most dependable service
IN DOOR CLOSERS

• Regardless of the door or its application... there's a Norton Closer for it.
• For complete door closer engineering and service be sure you contact us.

NORTON DOOR CLOSER CO.
JOHN N. TWEEDY CO.
4 Pearl Street...Box 426
Dedham, Massachusetts
DAvis 6-5033

STEEL SERVICE

• STRUCTURAL STEEL
• REINFORCING STEEL
• STEEL ROOF TRUSSES
• COMPLETE WAREHOUSE SERVICE
• MISCELLANEOUS IRON WORK
• ENGINEERING & DESIGN SERVICE

SUPPLYING BUILDERS WITH A COMPLETE STEEL SERVICE SINCE 1863

BANCROFT & MARTIN
ROLLING MILLS COMPANY

7 MAIN ST., SO. PORTLAND, ME. Dial SPRuce 3-5671
PARKWAY SOUTH, BREWER, ME. Dial BAngor 2-4866
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DRUMMEY, Rosane, Anderson Inc., Architects in Wellesley, Massachusetts have been awarded the commission to design the $12 million dollar Minuteman Regional Vocational Technical School to be located in Lexington, Massachusetts. Scheduled to open in September 1974, the 1500-pupil facility will enable high school students living in the Towns of Acton, Arlington, Belmont, Boxborough, Carlisle, Concord, Lexington, Lincoln, Stow, Sudbury, Wayland and Weston to learn the skills necessary for productive employment.

Led by Alfred C. Cron, The Minuteman Regional District School Committee utilized a unique approach to select their architect. After reviewing material submitted by approximately 100 architectural firms, the Committee invited three to participate in a six-week design competition which ended in the selection of DRA. Runners-up were Earl R. Flansburgh & Associates of Cambridge, and a joint venture of Peirce and Pierce with Korslund, LeNormand and Quann of Boston and Norwood.

According to DRA principals, Richard Rosane and David Anderson, the winning scheme is a "direct solution, totally in response to the program requirements outlined by Samuel H. Sains, Superintendent-Director of the Minuteman Regional Vocational Technical School District, with no attempt at elaboration. "Once we decided to work with a structurally and mechanically integrated grid, the form of the school became very linear with interior clusters of activity areas dominated by the 'Great Trades Hall,'" they explained.

Architects for more than fifty schools in New England, including five regional vocational technical high schools, DRA recently received two Citations for Design Excellence from the American Association of School Administrators. Cited were The Middleborough High School in Middleborough, Massachusetts and The Pompositticut Elementary School in Stow, Massachusetts.

As New England's largest Keuffel & Esser K&E distributor, Makepeace offers one call service for a complete range of engineering, drafting and architectural equipment, instruments and supplies. We also distribute Hamilton, Plan Hold, Blu-Ray, Koh-I-Noor and many, many others — over 10,000 items in all. In-stock for immediate delivery.

We also have a complete range of reprographics services including everything from microfilm service (105mm) to mylar prints and white prints.

One phone call to 267-2700 can get you more information or an appointment with one of Makepeace's qualified salesmen. (We service all of New England except Connecticut) Naturally we deliver.

Call us today and discover why dealing with Makepeace makes sense.
Husband Joins Keyes


Admiral Husband will immediately assume responsibilities as head of construction management for the firm and will specialize in waterfront construction projects. He will also be active in client relations and will be based in Wethersfield, Connecticut, one of Keyes’ four New England offices.

As chief of NAVFAC, formerly the Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks, and head of Naval Civil Engineer Corps and Naval Construction Battalions (Seabees), Husband was responsible for the direction of the tremendous construction effort in Southeast Asia, as well as the Navy construction operations worldwide operating on an annual budget of $400 million. As Navy Contracting Officer for Construction, he was responsible for the administration of approximately 2,000 architect-engineer and 3,600 construction contracts per year.

After 34 years of service, Husband retired from the Navy in 1969 to become Vice President for Construction with Consolidated Edison Company of New York through 1971. There he was responsible for capital construction aggregating $360 million per year. Included were several major fossil powered and nuclear powered generating stations.

Born in Troy, New York, he graduated from the United States Naval Academy in 1935. Husband earned his degree of Master of Civil Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1940, receiving an Honorary Degree of Doctor of Engineering from that same institution in 1967. He is also an Advanced Management graduate of Harvard Business School.

He is director and past national president of the Society of American Military Engineers; a fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineers; a member of the National Society of Professional Engineers and the American Institute of Consulting Engineers.
Hood Memorial School

Sub-contractors:

PLUMBING & HEATING CONTRACTOR
Eckhardt & Johnson, Inc.
213 Hanover St.
Manchester, N. H. 03103
622-7493

ELECTRICAL WIRING CONTRACTOR
Hebert's Electric
45 Main St.
Suncook, N.H. 03275
485-9263

ROOFING CONTRACTOR
Mayo Roofing Co.
16 Thorndike St.
Concord, N.H. 03301
225-9361

DESIGN & FURNISH STRUCTURAL STEEL & MISC. IRON
Merrill Boyden Inc.
Elm St.
Milford, N.H. 03055
673-1553

FURNISHED CARPET, CERAMIC TILES & RESILIENT FLOORING
Merrimac Tile Co., Inc.
So. Main St.
Derry, N.H. 03038
432-2544

INSTALLED TITAN CURTAIN WALL & INTERNAL WALL PARTITIONS
National Partitions Inc.
18 Harbor Ave.
Nashua, N.H. 03060
883-4171

PAINTING CONTRACTOR
Herbert W. Paul Inc.
417 Granite St.
Manchester, N.H. 03103
623-6525

INSTALLED STEEL JOISTS, STEEL FLOOR & ROOF DECK
Maurice Laframboise
P. O. Box 381
Manchester, N.H. 03103
623-6943

INSTALLED CONCRETE FLOOR
Ross Concrete Floor Co.
1 Morningside Ct.
Salem, N.H. 03079
893-6302

INSTALLED ELEVATORS
Stanley Elevator Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 114
Nashua, N.H. 03060
882-6918

STEEL ERECTORS
J. Scanlon Co., Inc.
517 Bodwell Rd.
Manchester, N.H. 03103
669-5653
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MIT (Continued from page 24)

"The coming demands for building in urban communities will require advanced concepts in design and production, closely correlated with user and community needs," said Albert G. H. Dietz, Professor of Building Engineering, in his announcement of the planned seminar. "Industrialized building systems are increasingly important as the demand for construction strains the capacity of traditional construction methods," he added. This special session will examine urban requirements and, in this light, the principles of industrialization and building systems, particularly in housing. Included will be performance concepts, volume production, innovation, governmental regulation and policy, labor, building modules, and organization for design and production. Examples of industrialized systems will be described."

For further information, write to: Director of the Summer Session; Room E19-356; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

SMS Architects Moving to New Canaan

The SMS Architects are moving, in mid-April, to 59 Grove Street, New Canaan, Connecticut. The firm, formerly known as Sherwood, Mills and Smith, has been located in Stamford since 1946. Present offices are now at 777 Summer Street, Stamford.

For additional information contact
New England Representative
High-Standard Inc.
P.O. Box 218
Dublin, New Hampshire 03444
Telephone: 603-563-6591

All the chalkboards, interior and exterior wall panels of the new Hood Junior High School in Derry, New Hampshire were supplied by Alliance Wall.

Alliance Wall Corporation P.O. Box 247, Alliance, Ohio 44601

Alliance Wall Corporation  P.O. Box 247, Alliance, Ohio 44601
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We're smoking less now and enjoying it more.

We've actually been cutting down for some time.

You see, electric companies realized they were smoking too much, long before it became fashionable for business to even talk about quitting. So we began to spend a lot of time and money to improve our equipment, to find cleaner burning fuels and to develop new techniques to protect the environment.

To control dust particles, we use electrostatic precipitators capable of trapping between 95 and 99% of flyash emissions. We built taller smokestacks (up to 500 ft. in some cases) to cut down the concentration of particulates at ground level. And we are continuing our extensive efforts to reduce the sulfur dioxide levels of gaseous emissions ... in one case with the largest scrubber system of its kind in the world. But we're not just remodeling smokestacks. As we work to keep up with consumer power requirements, we're constantly developing new sources of energy. Like modern new nuclear facilities which will produce thousands of kilowatts without producing any pollutants.

We know there's a lot to be done.
But we're smoking less. And that's something we all can enjoy.

Boston Edison Company
Mass. Electric
Eastern Utilities Associates
and Subsidiaries
New England Gas and Electric
System Companies
GAS AIR CONDITIONING: Love it and leave it.

Natural Gas air conditioning systems are inclined to be lonely. Oh, everybody loves them for their quiet efficiency. But hardly anybody spends much time with them.

In contrast, the earliest air-cooling systems had plenty of company and compressor air conditioning wasn’t exactly lonely because all those moving parts proved very attractive to repairmen.

**Alone on your roof.**

Now we have unitized Natural Gas air conditioning. It just sits there alone on your roof, keeping everything and everyone dependably, economically cool and humidity-controlled. All the time. Practically maintenance free.

**Alone in your basement.**

High-rise buildings can have lonely air conditioners, too. If you have a Steam-Absorption System—or are planning one—you’ll do well to couple it to a non-clogging, no-fuel-pump, clean-burning Natural Gas burner. And keep the traffic out of your basement.

**Adopt a lonely gas air-conditioner today!**

And then stop by, every once in a while, just to say hello.

The Natural Gas Companies of Massachusetts